OSU users now have access to thousands of streaming videos that can be used for teaching or research. Both Films on Demand and NBC Learn have instructional and documentary style videos on a wide range of topics, including those in math/statistics, engineering, and the sciences.

These videos can be shown in class, assigned to students, or used for research. Check out these tools to see what may be of use in your teaching or research.

Non-Science Database Spotlight

Does your research involve a company? You can find out more about that company in Hoover’s Online. Hoover’s provides sales, marketing business development, and recruiting professionals with the global business intelligence they need to prospect and prepare for client meetings, sales presentations, vendor and partner negotiations, and other business opportunities.

Hot E-books in 2012

Many of our e-books saw hundreds of uses in 2012. Here are just a handful:

- Materials selection in mechanical design
- Introduction to Algorithms
- Actuarial Mathematics for Life Contingent Risks
- Elasticity
- Wastewater treatment, plant dynamics and management in constructed and natural wetlands
- Craft of Research
- Handbook of Materials Modeling
- The elements of statistical learning: data mining, inference, and prediction
- Advanced Linear Algebra
- Testing Statistical Hypotheses

Did You Know? Science Café

OSU's Science Café has talks on scientific topics open to the public. It has been running since 2008 and even has special events targeting children during the summer. Check out the Science Café site for more information, sign up for mailings, and see previous speakers/topics.

Library Research Prize

Know an undergrad working on a good paper/project this spring? The OSU Libraries will be offering a research prize to undergrads this Spring. See details at the Library Research Prize site.
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